PROFESSIONAL REGULATORY BOARD OF AGRICULTURE
Resolution No. 12
Series of 2015

APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION WITHOUT EXAMINATION AS AGRICULTURISTS

For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as Agriculturists pursuant to Sec. 25, Art. V of PRC Resolution No. 2000-663, Series of 2000 and Sec. 39, Art. VII of Board Resolution No. 02, Series of 2002, as amended by Board Resolution No. 01, Series of 2003 and Board Resolution No. 8, Series of 2013, entitled, “Resolution to Re-open the Registration and Licensing Without Examination for Agriculturists, Amending for the Purpose Board Resolution No. 05, Series of 2011 and Section 3 of Board Resolution No. 9-A, Series of 2005”:

1. ALAGAO, Lily De Los Martinez
2. ALBA, Nelly Guzman
3. ANDAYA, Josefino Bantulo
4. ARAÑO, Mercenil Pecasis
5. BALDERAS, Marilyn Borbe
6. BEJO, Mafeo Baraquiel
7. BUENDIA, Ramon Elevated
8. BULSEO, violeta Saquing
9. CAMACHO, Marin Egpit
10. CAMUT, Eleanor Willy
11. CALIMBO, Maria Teresita Bontog
12. CERALDE, Adorimar Cabrutan
13. DAPITO, Francisco Cleofe
14. DELA PEÑA, Noemi Salutin
15. ERNI, Yolanda Magpantay
16. ETCHON, Dieza Valentiano
17. FERRER, Prescilla Balicasmay
18. GUMAMPO, Arumpac Amol
19. GENERAL, Veronica Igpit
20. HABAÑA, Ebenezer Gallos
21. HICETA, Maria Fe Bolasa
22. JUMLI, Aida Tiannok
23. MERCADO, Fe Magdalena Nebria
24. NIDEA, Salve Manga
25. PALINTA, Bisita Himbong
26. PANALIGAN, Raven Dagohoy
27. PATRIMONIO, Hussin Imamil
28. QUIJANO, Isidro Jr. Atianco
29. SALVADOR, Orlando Guzman
30. URBI, Alfred Bagto
31. VALERO, Romarico Fernando

----------Nothing Follows----------

Upon evaluation of the documentary requirements submitted in support of their respective applications, the Board finds that the above-named applicants have met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Rules and Regulations.
WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow the registration of the above-named applicants as Agriculturists. Upon approval hereof by the Commission and payment of the prescribed fees, let their Certificates of Registration and Professional Identification Cards be issued after they have taken their respective oaths as professionals.

Done in the City of Manila, this 2nd day of October, 2015.
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